SEATING PILLOW LAYERING GUIDE

Classic configurations are symmetrical with larger pillows at the back. But look how many creative variations there are. Give your favorite a try.

LOVESEAT/SOFA

- one 20" square, one 16" square, one border
- two 20" squares, two 16" squares
- two 20" squares, two 16" squares, one border
- one 20" square, two 16" squares

SECTIONAL

- two 20" squares, three 16" squares, two small decorative
- two 20" squares, one 16" square, one border, two small decorative
- two 20" squares, one 16" square, two small decorative

BENCH

- one 20" square, one 16" square
- one 20" square, one 16" square, one border
- one 16" square, one border
- three small decorative

*Approximate proportions. Final pillow sizes and configurations determined by Furniture Dimensions.